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Dean’s
Message
How can you connect with
PaHS students?
• Mentor a student
• Attend receptions
•S
 hare your knowledge as a
guest speaker
• Precept at a health fair
•V
 olunteer with your alumni
association

How to connect with us:
www.facebook.com/
PacificPaHSAlumni
@PacificPaHSAlum
pacificpahsalum.org

“Every act creates a ripple effect with no logical end.”
Scott Adams, creator of Dilbert comic strip
Time and time again, the alumni and friends of the Thomas J. Long School
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences have proven this ripple effect to be true –
even the smallest act of generosity can make a big difference in the lives
of students and the future of our programs. When one student is given an
opportunity, he or she can encourage future students to do the same.
Our School provides students an unparalleled advantage: connections to
a powerful and influential network of alumni across the nation. We realize
this network is busy making waves in the profession and it may seem
difficult to find the time or resources to engage. But as you will read on
pages 24 and 25 of this magazine, there are many different ways for alumni
to be involved and provide opportunities for current students.
Our experiential learning programs highlight this idea. Without the
investment of so many of our alumni in health fairs, clinical experiences,
professional practice experiences and internships, our students would
not get the valuable real-world exposure they need to become practiceready graduates. Programs like the Mobile Medicare Clinics that started
out as drug information and immunization outreach clinics have grown
into a major community outreach program
serving
thousands of patients each year.
“We appreciate anything and everything
Our
speech-language
pathology clinics
the PaHS Family can do to help make
allow
students
to
develop
treatment plans
the student experience as fulfilling and
for
clients
in
the
community
who could not
valuable as possible.”
otherwise access these types of services.
Our physical therapy students are working in the local community to
educate underserved, school-aged children and their families about
healthy living.

These programs and others like them are much more
effective with the contributions of time, talent and financial
resources of our PaHS Family. We appreciate anything
and everything the PaHS Family can do to help make the
student experience as fulfilling and valuable as possible.
There is no such thing as an insignificant investment when it
comes to giving back to the School.
Another proud tradition among the PaHS Family is their
dedication to “paying it forward.” Many of our alumni were
recipients of scholarships themselves, so they understand
the critical need for students to receive financial assistance.
In 2014, more than 65 students were awarded scholarships.
A few of these impressive recipients are highlighted on
pages 10 and 11.
This year brings many opportunities to reconnect with the
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.
Be sure to review events going on at the School and
within the profession on page 34. We hope to see you and
connect in 2015!
Sincerely,

Phillip R. Oppenheimer, PharmD
Dean
Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences

DEAN’S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

CONTINUING EDUCATION
ADVISORY BOARD

Michael Bailey ‘74
Michele Belsey
Kathy Castona-Hoover
Tony Chan ‘77
Robert Chan ‘77
Ron Clerico
Perry Cohen ‘77, ‘78
Randell (RJ) Correia ‘81
Michael Coughlin
Rebecca Cupp
Carl Franklin
Royce Friesen ‘65
Charlie Green ‘68
Clark Gustafson ‘66
Jeff Jellin ‘74
Elizabeth Johnson ‘87
David Kvancz
Mike Miller
Michael Pastrick ‘73
Flint Pendergraft ‘81
Jeff Ramirez ‘74
Jon Roth
Frank Scorpiniti ‘95
Michele Snider ‘75
Papatya Tankut
Robert Vaughan
Tom Vickery ‘63
Ron Wade ‘78, ‘81
Stan Weisser
David Wilcox ‘79
Richard Yong ‘92

Allen Shek
Clifford Young
Erin Cabelera ‘98
Erin Michael
Joan Eberhardt-Snider ‘91, ‘93, ‘95
Joseph Woelfel ‘70, ‘72, ‘78
Julio Lopez
Kate O’Dell
Katie Graves ‘03
Lori DeMartini ‘84
Marie Cottman
Randell (RJ) Correia ‘81
Simalee Smith-Stubblefield ‘83
Todd Davenport
Vinson Lee
Wilson Leung ‘06
Kevin Gorospe ‘82

INDUSTRIAL
ADVISORY BOARD
John Barr
David Bennett
Bret Berner
Simon Chin
Gary Cleary
Jeffrey Cleland
John Hearst
Ruhong Jiang
Brian Johnston
Stephen Kirnon
Norm Kobayashi ‘70
Pasit Phiasivongsa ‘98, ‘02
Sanjeev Redkar
Nirmal Saini
Bram Surjadinata ‘94
Guo-Liang Yu
D. Tony Zhang

ENTREPRENEURIAL
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Robert Bagdasarian ‘74
Gary Basrai ‘77
Vince Cardinale ‘71
Randell (RJ) Correia ‘81
Charlie Green ‘68
Clark Gustafson ‘66
Ken Harlan ‘75
Brian Komoto
William Masotti ‘66
Robert Nickell ‘81
Mike Quick
Jeff Sharkey
John Tilley
David Wilcox ‘79
Doug Wilcox ‘74
Scott Workman ‘81
PHYSICAL THERAPY
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Parley Anderson ‘03
Virtu Arora
Kevin Hicks
Peter Hohenthaner ‘01, ‘04
Kerry Krueger ‘06
Peter Morelli ‘74
Joseph Serra
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Every Gift
Makes an Impact
Every gift to the School — every gift, of any amount — makes the School a more
effective, innovative and successful institution. Every gift, of every size makes a
difference.
Our forward progress is fueled by the philanthropic efforts of our Pacific PaHS Family.
Our success in scholarship, academic and experiential programs, in research, in patient
outreach and so many other areas is the result of the generous support from alumni,
parents, friends, corporations and foundations.
As we concluded another scholarship awards ceremony last summer, it became
apparent that this Pacific Family support structure is truly the result of a domino effect:
one act of generosity leading to another, and then another, moving forward every year.
An example of this domino effect is alumni who support scholarships because they
were recipients themselves.
I recently had an opportunity to talk with one of our alumni donors who has been giving
a monthly donation for over 30 years. He said it was just an extension of his student
loan payment…when that stopped, he just started giving it to the School. His donations
go into our scholarship fund for students who need financial assistance. Consistent
giving means that students have consistent resources for their education.
Nancy DeGuire ‘89, PharmD
Associate Dean
for External Relations
209.946.2752
ndeguire@pacific.edu

When I asked him why he gives, he said, “It feels good to be in a position to financially
support those things that are particularly meaningful in my life today. Pacific afforded
me the opportunity to have a good job, a good family and a good life. I am blessed in so
many ways, and I feel it is important to financially recognize the School each year with a
donation.”
I asked him about his time at Pacific and what he appreciated most. “The dedicated
professors, especially Dean Rowland, had such confidence in me. I learned how to
work hard, trust people and go for the things I wanted. The professional successes
I have had can clearly be credited to the School’s emphasis on learning inside and
outside the classroom. I was just an OK student, but experiences helped me develop
leadership skills through organizations such as my fraternity, student advising,
residence hall living, student government and various pharmacy meetings. And the
scholarship...that helped me the most.”
Students who have received assistance are giving back as alumni, one act of
generosity leading to another. Why do they give? Because they understand that every
gift – large or small – helps to generate exponentially more scholarship support, another
breakthrough, a new experiential program. And in that way, every donor becomes a
partner in our excellence, and plays a key role in shaping the future.
Your gift is a powerful statement that your experience at Pacific meant something to
you. You are telling the next generation of Tigers that as someone who knows Pacific
best, you still believe it is a worthy investment.
Every gift makes an impact.

Nisha Saini Zala ‘09, established the Saini Zala Leadership Scholarship
in 2013. “I created this scholarship because I feel it’s so important to give
back to the University which has provided me with so many opportunities
in life. I met my husband at University of the Pacific, received my doctor
of pharmacy degree, made everlasting friendships and gained invaluable
knowledge.”

Nisha Saini Zala ‘09, her husband, Jitesh Zala ‘08
and 3-month-old daughter Alina.

Scholarships help students realize their dreams and goals. Zala shares
that “throughout pharmacy school I worked on the weekends, took
out loans and received help from my parents to pay for my tuition and
living expenses.” Scholarships reward those students who can best take
advantage of the programs offered by the School and help to attract and
retain high quality, motivated students by reducing their future debt.
“Receiving a scholarship helped to reduce my financial debt, which is
always beneficial for any student,” agrees Zala.
When alumni who received a scholarship as students return the favor by
becoming scholarship donors themselves, that gift can establish a chain
of philanthropy that extends far beyond their lifetime. “I think it’s so
important to give back to the path that afforded you success,” says Zala.
“It allows you to maintain a connection with your alumni network as well
as help the future of your profession.”
Zala encourages current students to make the most of their time
in pharmacy school. “Be active in the community, develop lifelong
friendships and gain as much knowledge as you can before you start
working. Once school is over, you are the resource for patients who trust
in you to know all the answers.”
If you are an alumnus, you don’t need to be reminded how the School
transforms students into practitioners. The tools you acquired at Pacific
have enabled you to achieve goals that might otherwise be impossible.
Now it is within your power to give a student the same opportunity. The
School has steadily increased our capacity to award scholarships, and the
investment to help our students is truly significant. A gift of any size can
have an immediate impact for students.

Planning
Your Legacy
with Pacific

“I created this scholarship
because I feel it’s so important
to give back to the University
which has provided me with
so many opportunities in life. I
met my husband at University of
the Pacific, received my doctor
of pharmacy degree, made
everlasting friendships and
gained invaluable knowledge.”

Is the Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences in your Estate Plans?
Build a lasting legacy with a planned gift to the School.
With a gift in your will or trust, you can support student
scholarships, academic and experiential programs,
facility improvements and groundbreaking research for
generations to come. Support the next generation of
health care professionals while supporting the things
you are passionate about.

Schedule your confidential discussion today.
Have you already included us in your estate
plans? Let us hear from you!
Nancy DeGuire
Associate Dean for External Relations
209.946.2752 or ndeguire@pacific.edu

Visit the Pacific Estate and Planned Giving website at www.pacificpg.planningyourlegacy.org
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Together, we can help
When we send Physical Therapy (PT) students to attend a professional conference like
American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Combined Sections Meeting (CSM) or California
Physical Therapy Association (CPTA) we know it isn’t for the giveaway pens, tote bags or
the fabulous locations. Our student physical therapists are there to gain so much more…
networking, education and professional development. Together, we can help them attend.

Sponsoring the Next
Generation of Practitioners

Professional meetings allow students to view their field beyond the classrooms and into
the future of their profession. Students have opportunities to meet top practitioners in
the field and build professional relationships and lifelong friendships. Pacific PT student
Loretta Hewitt ‘15 shared with me, “At the CPTA 2013 Pasadena alumni reception, I met
many women who have been in the field for a long time and were able to pass along
wisdom about what they do. I was able to network with lecturers—now I follow them on
Twitter and I even emailed them after the conference.”
Recent PT grad Nicole Basham ‘13 explained, “CSM was a great way to gain exposure
to specialty areas that we may be interested in as well as take our knowledge to a deeper
level in topics of interest.” Donations to the doctor of physical therapy Decades of Giving
program helped offset some of Basham’s travel expenses.

Susan Webster
Regional Development Officer
209.946.3116
swebster@pacific.edu

Our students need your help to attend CSM. When asked if Hewitt will be attending CSM
this year she said, “I’d go in a heartbeat if it were financially feasible.”
Please help support our students by making a gift to Decades of Giving to assist our students
with conference expenses. You can make a gift by going to bit.ly/2015decadesofgiving.
Thank you for your help!

“The event is very beneficial
to students in the program.
I appreciated having the
opportunity to meet possible
future employers, ask questions
and be exposed to what is
available for new graduates. It
really helped me to prepare for
the next step in looking for a job.”
Edward Gutierrez ‘14

Showcasing Opportunities

Whitney (Boyd) Davis ‘03
PPTAA President

Hosted in the fall, the showcase events are an
opportunity for students to take advantage of one of
the Pacific PaHS Family’s greatest assets — the alumni
network. The Physical Therapy and Speech-Language
Pathology employer showcases feature employers
from all over California who are specifically looking to
hire Pacific graduates. The students are able to meet
and network with practicing professionals as well as
recruiting and staffing managers. Exhibitors are able
to meet the next generation of Pacific graduates and
possibly, their next employee.

“Meeting future licensed physical therapists
and educating them on career options and
opportunities was invigorating!”
Karen Fabreo-Hittle ‘02,
Therapy Specialist

“This is a fantastic
opportunity to support
a future Pacific physical
therapist by helping
sponsor their attendance
at CSM.”

The Pacific Physical Therapy Alumni
Association (PPTAA) is committed to inspiring
the next generation of Pacific physical
therapists to become active and engaged
advocates for the profession. Unfortunately,
the cost of attending large conferences like
the Combined Sections Meeting (CSM) can
be too high for many students. While the
Department of Physical Therapy generously
covers the cost of the students’ conference
fees, the
“At CSM, attendees can choose
cost of
classes and focus on what they
travel to
are
interested in and choose
the meeting
their schedule. If they want
is still
daunting. to attend for eight hours, they
can do that.”

The PPTAA
Renee Fini ‘15
created the
Decades
of Giving program to facilitate the
sponsorship of student travel to CSM by
previous generations of Pacific physical
therapy alumni. By making a tax deductible
donation to the Decades of Giving program,
you will allow physical therapy students
who may otherwise be unable to attend
CSM the opportunity to experience all the
conference has to offer.

BE A PART OF THE TRADITION.
Learn more about how you can
sponsor student travel and help
a fellow Tiger.

To join us for the next showcase
event, contact Susan Webster at
209.946.3116 or swebster@pacific.edu.

Contact Susan Webster
209.946.3116
swebster@pacific.edu
or visit bit.ly/2015decadesofgiving
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BRIANNA HITMAN ‘14
Dr. George H. Sanderson Scholarship for Physical Therapy

Established by Jean Sanderson, daughter of Dr. Sanderson, this
endowment serves as a lasting memorial to Dr. Sanderson who
served as the University physician.

“If I’ve learned anything in life, it’s that this life isn’t
about me. It’s not about what I can achieve, gain or
become. Rather, I am here to serve others and be a
blessing to those around me. Physical therapy fits nicely
into my life’s motto and affords me the opportunity to
put others before myself on a daily basis.”

EMILY JEAN HOLMSTEDT ‘14,‘15
Speech-Language Pathology Florence Scott van Gilder
“Tolley” Award
Awarded for her academic and clinical excellence.

Tauscher

Pare

Hitman

Holmstedt

Purposeful Students.
Inspired Donors.
Scholarships recognize students in pharmacy,
physical therapy and speech-language pathology.
Many are awarded based on the program of study
and academic success, some are awarded based
on financial backgrounds and some are awarded to
students who have overcome hardships. These include
endowed scholarships, one-time scholarships and
travel awards/grants.

just money. Beyond dollars and cents, scholarships
help tell the stories of donors and the students
they support. Scholarships are often created to
memorialize individuals for their contributions to the
profession and their excellence in the field. Through
this recognition many will learn about the inspiration
behind the scholarship, why it was created and what
purpose it serves.

Scholarships are often the most visible way that the
School can reward students and honor the donors.
Many of the donors were recipients of scholarships as
well, so they understand the critical need for students to
receive financial assistance and they are demonstrating
a “pay it forward” philosophy. On the surface,
scholarships are a source of financial support for
many students, but scholarships are about more than

Scholarships also help deserving students reach their
personal and professional goals and make their dreams
come true. Through scholarships we learn about the
students and the life events that have paved the way for
them. Some of the greatest advice and inspiration comes
from the student recipients. These are stories about some
of their struggles, aspirations and life mottos.

Fedrizzi

Nguyen

TATUM TAUSCHER ‘15
Jay Patrick Gould ‘76 Memorial Scholarship

Mr. Jay Gould told his parents of the difficulty some
graduates experienced in repaying their student loans.
In response, Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Gould established
a fund to benefit professionally-involved students in
memory of their son.

“View every day as an opportunity and don’t
put too much focus on the finish line. You
never know what life will throw at you, so
strive for happiness every day.”

LAUREN JENNINGS PARE ‘15
Contra Costa Scholarship

An endowed scholarship created in memory of Charles
T. Countryman ‘81 is awarded to first- and second-year
students from Contra Costa County in recognition of
their academic achievements.

“I try to view life through the lens of a lyric
from one of my favorite Leonard Cohen songs:
‘There is a crack in everything. That’s how the
light gets in.’ Sometimes life can look bleak
and intimidating, but viewing all of those
‘cracks’ as opportunities for light to shine
through helps me keep perspective.”

“I would love to develop a charity to raise funds
for family and couples therapy for the families of
stroke victims. I think it is important to keep families
strong and to help develop ways to ensure stable
communication and support during difficult times.
Services are provided for the victims themselves;
however, often it is the families and friends that are
equally as affected.”

RYAN FEDRIZZI ‘16
Thomas J. Long Foundation Scholarship

Established to further assist students pursuing a career in
pharmacy.

“Clear communication is a key characteristic for a
competent pharmacist to have in order to convey
important information to patients for the sake of
promoting optimal therapeutic outcomes. When I was
younger, I struggled with speech, but I have taken
courses that helped me overcome this unfortunate trait.
I now enjoy giving speeches and presentations without
difficulty.”

APRIL NGUYEN ‘16
Thomas J. Long Foundation Leadership Award
Awarded for her dedication and leadership as Vice President of
Legislative Affairs on the board of the Pacific Academy of Student
Pharmacists.

“My greatest asset is my active involvement in a
variety of professional and nonprofit organizations.
By integrating all of my experiences, I can continue
pursuing my passion in working with foundational
legislation that will continue to shape the pharmacy
profession.”
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Walking Rite:
Technology advances
movement analysis

Kim

Phan

Zhai

JOSEPH KIM ‘16

HUIZHEN ZHAI ‘16

Thomas J. Long Foundation Leadership Award

Sujeev Vhan ‘06 Scholarship

Awarded for his dedication and leadership as Vice
President of Communications on the board of the Pacific
Academy of Student Pharmacists.

“Juggling grad school, a long distance relationship,
two family members being diagnosed with
serious diseases and a near death in my
immediate family was tough. The only reason I
have gotten this far is through my support system
of family, friends and mentors.”

ALAN PHAN ‘16
Thomas J. Long Foundation Leadership Award

Awarded for his dedication and leadership as Vice
President of Professional Affairs on the board of the Pacific
Academy of Student Pharmacists.

“One of the biggest challenges in my life was selfconflict. My personality was toxic and harmful,
and it took a dear friend to tell me before I
realized it. I’ve changed and have become a
happier person now.”

La

Dr. Vhan created this scholarship to benefit students who have
shown perseverance over personal hardship or adversity.

“I moved from China to the United States when I was 10.
In high school, my family struggled to maintain financial
stability so at the age of 16, I took on two part-time jobs
to help my mom with our household finances. Earning my
own money was very empowering and I have continued
to work to pay for my own expenses and tuition ever since.
To ease the financial burden of going to college, I secured
scholarships that have allowed me to have a fruitful
college experience with few financial anxieties. Instead
of seeing my financial difficulties as impossible hurdles, I
resolved to overcome them.”

JULIE LA ‘16
Sixties Alumni Memorial Pharmacy Endowed Scholarship

Supported by a group of alumni who are committed to their
alma mater and to the profession of pharmacy, their hope is that
students who receive the scholarship will continue the tradition of
giving as alumni of our pharmacy school.

“Live, love, smile: Live in the moments that bring you
joy, love and appreciate those around you and never
underestimate the power of brightening someone’s day
with a simple smile.”

As movement specialists, physical
therapists are expected to quickly
identify when an everyday activity,
such as walking, is occurring with
less than optimal efficiency and
safety. After their first year of study
in our program, a physical therapy
student can do this.
However, quantifying the severity of walking dysfunction and discerning
whether the root cause is consistent with a neurological, musculoskeletal
or cardiopulmonary condition requires a high level of education and
training, and often the accuracy of this determination is dependent upon
specialized evaluation tools. For example, gait abnormalities due to
osteoarthritis and fractures have characteristics that can present much
differently than those due to Parkinson’s or stroke.
Health care academicians face challenges to provide students with the
appropriate exposure to and practice with current, relevant, patient-care
technology that can improve the efficiency and quality of service delivery.
Faculty must weigh the comparative benefits and cost of purchasing
or renting certain equipment, or factor in the time and expense of
“field-trips” to facilities that possess the technology they need.
Pacific’s department of physical therapy is approaching the utilization
of technology in the doctor of physical therapy program – above and
beyond the use of “technology for technology’s sake.”
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Dr. Fairburn learned about gait analysis with a
different system: footprint analysis with paint and
butcher paper…The footprints are analyzed manually,
with the student-clinician on hands and knees, using
a yard stick and a goniometer to measure stride
length, step width and toe-out angle. With technology,
his students can enhance their analysis.

Photos:

1. The GAITRite system’s mat provides a soft surface to
assess a patient’s gait while collecting critical information
that is helpful in gait diagnosis.

2. The footprint analysis with paint and butcher paper
can create a slippery surface and may require assistance,
even for adults.
3. The footprint analysis with paint and butcher paper can
be fun and reminds alumni, like Dr. Fairburn, about their
time at Pacific.

While tools for gait analysis often included
the clinician’s eye, chalk or paint footprint
analysis, with the addition of technology,
therapists can use a video camera, hightech computerized gait analysis carpets and
software programs. In 2013, for a combined
cost of almost $32,000, the department
received a technology grant and purchased
a GAITRite system to enhance student
understanding of gait abnormalities. The
system is used in courses such as Analysis
of Human Movement Through the Lifespan
and Advanced Clinical Problems I and II where students work with patients in the
Pacific Physical Therapy Training Clinic.

similar to that — the footprints are analyzed manually, with the
student-clinician on hands and knees, using a yard stick and
a goniometer to measure stride length, step width and toe-out
angle. With a stopwatch and meter stick, they would calculate
the subject’s walking velocity and cadence. These manual
calculations would then be compared to charts of normative
standards based on a subject’s age and gender.

The GAITRite computerized system
is representative of the technological
advancements made in movement
diagnosis. “New tools invigorate the faculty
and students alike - it’s always exciting to
witness the flurry of new questions and
ideas generated when they are given the
opportunity to explore with the assistance
that technology affords,” said Dr. Sandra
Reina-Guerra ‘93, ‘97, ‘03, associate
professor and chair of the department of
physical therapy.

Dr. Fairburn, whose practice has been focused in acute care
of patients with cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions,

The GAITRite system is new to practitioners
like Dr. Carl Fairburn ‘10. Newly appointed
as an assistant professor in the department,
Dr. Fairburn recalls that during his study at
Pacific, he learned about gait analysis with
a different system: footprint analysis with
paint and butcher paper. Can you recall
those days in elementary school when
you would squirt some brightly colored
paint onto a plate, smudge your hands in
it, then mark your handprints on a piece of
paper? You may have even taken it home
to show mom and dad. The process Dr.
Fairburn learned and practiced was very

“The paint process was relatively cost-effective. It was
entertaining for the pediatric population,” said Dr. Fairburn.
The challenge with this process is “the paint can get a little
messy making cleanup difficult, and for some the paint may
provide a slippery surface to ambulate on.” Dr. Fairburn went
on to describe how the slipperiness of the paint and a fear of
falling often caused patients to walk in an unnatural state, take
too few steps for analysis or otherwise confound the findings.

had never used the GAITRite system prior to his faculty
appointment in August 2014. His first experience with the
system impressed him for its ease of use and practical
application. “Gait evaluation and patient gait training represent
a large component of
physical therapy practice,
“The cost of health care
so it is imperative that
technology can be justified
when its use speeds (accurate) clinicians understand the
components of the gait
diagnosis, leads to targeted
cycle and address the
treatments and is shared
impairments to provide
with the greatest number of
an improved functional
practitioners.”
Dr. Reina-Guerra outcome for the patient,”
he said. “The GAITRite
system gives students the ability to immediately and efficiently
evaluate a patient’s ambulatory function. It allows them to
verify their visual observations and refine their movement
impairment diagnosis for a patient.”
Dr. Reina-Guerra uses the GAITRite to teach gait
analysis to students who are mid-way through their
didactic preparation. “The data that this system
produces helps them to recognize when they have
missed a certain element of a patient’s gait difficulty.
Having this technology available in the classroom and in
a clinical setting provides a level of practical validation
to their theoretical knowledge,” said Dr. Reina-Guerra.
“My goals in the next few years are to be able to share
the wealth of our program’s treasures with others who
would also benefit, such as area clinicians and faculty
and students from other University units,” said Dr.
Reina-Guerra.
Since acquiring the GAITRite, other new and exciting
technology has been added in the department.
Department faculty continue to investigate the value
of emerging technology for teaching and research. For
example, the quest to secure a diagnostic ultrasound
unit was completed in 2013 by Associate Professor
Dr. Tamara Phelan ‘08 – who will be featured in an
upcoming Dean’s Letter spotlight.
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Can You Hear Me Now?
New audiology
clinic and degree
program in
downtown
San Francisco

In the fall of 2015, the Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences will welcome the inaugural class of doctor of audiology students
at University of the Pacific’s San Francisco campus. This new three-year
accelerated doctorate program, the first in Northern California and one
of only four in the U.S., will educate nearly half of the estimated 55 new
audiologists who will be needed each year to keep pace with statewide
demand. The only other audiology doctoral program in California currently
graduates approximately eight audiologists every year. Pacific’s new
program expects to educate 20-22 each year.
“Current demand for audiologists is at a high level and existing doctor of
audiology programs are few in number across the country,” says Dimitra
Loomos, AuD, FAAA, CCC-A, an audiology consultant at Audiology
Pathways. “Pacific’s new accelerated doctor of audiology program
addresses the regional need for academic and practical training that can
provide our communities with quality hearing health care professionals in
the shortest possible amount of time.”
The U.S. Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates
the employment of audiologists is projected to grow by 34 percent from
2012 to 2022, much faster than the average rate for all occupations.
“Our competency-based education is built on providing experiences
that ensure students have the skills and knowledge to deliver the highest
quality patient care,” explains Department Chair Dr. Robert Hanyak ‘79.
“Students will apply their growing set of skills in real-life patient care
settings at our audiology clinics on the San Francisco and Stockton
campuses.”
The Audiology Clinic in San Francisco will begin assessing and treating
patients in early 2015 and will provide residents throughout the San
Francisco Bay Area with audiology and hearing aid services through
patient visits and community outreach events. Students will also
participate in clinical experiences through collaborations with medical and
audiology centers in Northern California. The Audiology Clinic in Stockton
will serve as a clinical site for students and has successfully operated
since 2004.
The National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
(NIDCD) reported that about 36 million American adults have some degree
of hearing loss. That number is likely to increase in coming years due to
an aging population. Huge strides in technology also mean that hearing
aids have gone from being bulky and ugly to small, discreet and with
much longer battery life. More people are willing to seek help – and wear
hearing aids – now that technology makes the devices more wearable and
functional.
Jill Ellis, MEd, founder and special projects consultant for the Center for
Early Intervention on Deafness explains, “one of our greatest challenges
over the past 35 years was finding a qualified pool of audiologists trained
in the special areas of early intervention and pediatric hearing health care.”
In 1998 when California passed a law to implement its Newborn Hearing

The U.S. Department
of Labor estimates
the employment of
audiologists is projected
to grow by 34 percent
from 2012 to 2022, much
faster than the average
rate for all occupations.

“There’s a very, very
big need. We will be
the biggest program in
California and one of
the biggest programs
in the country.”
Rupa Balachandran, PhD

For more information about
the clinic or the program:
Rupa Balachandran, PhD
Audiology Program Director
415.400.8225
rbalachandran@pacific.edu

Screening Program, many celebrated the landmark legislation. Ellis and others shared deep
concern that most California communities did not have the professional capacity to provide
timely hearing evaluations and quality early special education services to the anticipated
300 percent increase of babies (and their families) who would be identified as deaf or hard of
hearing.
“The University of the Pacific’s new doctoral audiology training program will fill a critical need
in providing a high level of specialty training and expertise and meeting the growing needs of
our community,” says Ellis.
University of the Pacific’s doctor of audiology program is seeking candidacy accreditation status
and is pending approval by the Council on Academic Accreditation (CAA) in Audiology and
Speech-Language Pathology of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association and the
Accreditation Commission for Audiology Education (ACAE).
More details about this program and application process are available at www.pacific.edu/aud.
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Knapp

Supernaw

Hultgren

Where are
they now?
Former faculty
reflect on their
time at Pacific and
share their latest
adventures

Ferrill

Nimtz

KATHERINE K. KNAPP, PHD
Katherine K. Knapp, PhD was one of our most beloved
faculty at Pacific from 1975 until 1999. Dr. Knapp will be
remembered by thousands of alumni for her challenging
pathophysiology course, her dedication to excellence and
her caring mentorship. After leaving Pacific, she became
the founding Dean of the Touro University California
College of Pharmacy in Vallejo. Dr. Knapp has been a
strong contributor to research about pharmacy workforce
issues including the pharmacist shortage. She retired
in August 2014 from Touro after a long and successful
career in pharmacy academia.

CAROLYN HULTGREN, MPH
CHAIR EMERITA

JANET NIMTZ ‘85
PROFESSOR EMERITA

When asked, “What would you like your Kind, Intelligent,
Dedicated, Student (K.I.D.S.) and alumni to be thinking about
professionally,” Carolyn Hultgren enthusiastically responded
“membership in their professional association. The American
Physical Therapy Association (APTA) is the strongest influence
in the direction of their practice and interacts with government
agencies that can control what, when and where a physical
therapist (PT) can practice. As a member of APTA, you have the
best opportunity to influence the direction of your profession.”

“I love to tell students that their greatest challenges
will bring their greatest rewards. The same was
true with my career at Pacific,” reflected Professor
Emerita Janet Nimtz ‘85. She went on to explain,
“There were plenty of challenges for me as a clinical
instructor, but I could not have asked for a more
rewarding way to spend my professional life.”

Hultgren and her husband, Clancy,
“Hultgren has left an
enjoy living in Lovelock, Nev.
indelible impression
where Hultgren is a Life Member
on
me as a physical
of the APTA Nevada Chapter. She
therapist
and as a
also belongs to the First Nevada
professional.
She’s
Unit of the National Association
taken
the
time
to be
of Parliamentarians, serves on the
an
important
mentor
State Central Committee of her
in my professional
chosen political party, serves on the
development.”
Pershing County Library Board, was
appointed to the Board of Trustees
Parley Anderson ‘03
of Pershing General Hospital and
is involved with the Frontier Community Coalition. Clancy holds
an appointment to the Pershing County Planning Commission.
The Clarence W. Hultgren California Physical Therapy Association
(CPTA) Service Award given at CPTA was named in Clancy’s honor
and recognizes a member for their service to the profession.
The Hultgrens recently vacationed on a Passage of Lewis and
Clark paddle-wheel riverboat cruise on the Snake and Columbia
Rivers. The Hultgrens have grandchildren in Sacramento,
Vacaville, Stockton and Texas.
Physical therapy alumnus and Physical Therapy Leadership
Council Member Parley Anderson ‘03 proclaimed, “Hultgren has
left an indelible impression on me as a physical therapist and as
a professional. She’s taken the time to be an important mentor in
my professional development.”
Hultgren visits her Pacific Family when she is in Stockton and
enjoys staying connected with her K.I.D.S. through birthday cards,
visits and alumni receptions at CPTA and the APTA Combined
Sections Meeting.

ROBERT B. SUPERNAW, PHARMD

MARY J. FERRILL, PHARMD

Robert B. Supernaw, PharmD is currently the Vice
President of Graduate and Professional Programs
and the Dean of the School of Pharmacy at Wingate
University in Wingate, N.C. Dr. Supernaw’s long and
successful career at Pacific spanned more than
two decades (1974 to 1998) as a faculty member,
administrator and interim Dean. He is well known in
the pharmacy community for his contributions in pain
management and leadership development.

Mary J. Ferrill, PharmD is currently the Dean of the Lloyd L. Gregory
School of Pharmacy at Palm Beach Atlantic University in West
Palm Beach, Fla. Dr. Ferrill taught at Pacific from 1991 to 2001. She
is remembered by alumni as a caring, yet challenging professor
whose dedication to excellence influenced many students to pursue
academic, clinical and drug information specialties. Dr. Ferrill is a
contributing editor for Facts and Comparisons and has authored
more than 80 publications. She lives in West Palm Beach with her
husband, Pacific pharmacy alumnus Dan Brown ‘81.

Up until very recently, Nimtz was an active member
of the Pacific Speech-Language Pathology Alumni
Association Board and remains an involved
associate member. Nimtz also joined the Junior
Women’s Group of the Haggin Museum in Stockton,
and she enjoys her weekly knitting group - which
provides great fun with yarn and friends.
Nimtz’s husband, Kelly, is a retired advancement
officer from University of California, Davis who
stays active cycling
and volunteering his
If you would like to honor
fundraising expertise
Nimtz, please consider
to assist nonprofit
making a gift to the
organizations.
Janet Nimtz Endowed
They have four
Scholarship Fund that
grandchildren ranging
benefits speech-language
in age from six to 11.
pathology master’s
Nimtz reported, “They
students during their
are bundles of energy
externships — allowing
and loads of fun!”
them to consider new and

different locations.
She and Kelly love to
travel and in the past
Contact Susan Webster
three years they’ve
at 209.946.3116 or
been to Vietnam,
swebster@pacific.edu
Ireland, England,
France and Japan.
“Having just begun another decade of life, I feel
blessed that Kelly and I continue to enjoy relatively
good health. We’ve had a few bumps along the
road, but nothing more than is expected after 70
plus birthdays,” Nimtz remarked.
When asked what she’d like to share with her
former students, Nimtz said, “Engage passionately
in continuing education. Challenge yourself to take
your practice to the next level and connect with
fellow alumni and others in the profession. Do this
through the California Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, professional development programs
and interest groups. This will help you to keep your
practice fresh, inspired and energized so you can
remember all the wonderful reasons you chose
speech-language pathology as a career.”
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Why I Give
OF TREASURE, TIME AND TALENT

Financial gifts impact Pacific PaHS programs every
day, providing today’s students with additional
encouragement and financial support to thrive.
The contributions of individuals, corporations,
organizations and foundations show that you
care about the next generation of health care
professionals experiencing a world-class
education. Thank you for your generous support
of the Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences.

As a valued donor, you play an essential role in
both our future and our success. Each gift publicly
demonstrates pride in the Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences—our students, faculty
and programs—and a commitment to our success.
All across our campus, your contributions are
making a difference. Your gift means facilities
renovated; it means scholarships awarded and
faculty hired; it means equipment upgraded and
research discoveries made.

“At CVS Health, our purpose is to help patients on their path to better health.
To that end, we know that the relationships we build with our patients
help us to do just that. The students of today are the future pharmacy
professionals of tomorrow. These students are trained to teach, influence
and impact the life of a patient in a positive way. At CVS, we sponsor
programs to partner with the University
as we work together to mold the future
Diane Dwyer ‘85, PharmD
professionals of tomorrow. Our vision for the
Pharmacy Supervisor
future is to innovate pharmacy practice and
District 3, Region 73
we
will continue to do so with the great
CVS Health
partners at University of the Pacific.”

William ‘Bill’ Przybyla ‘74
President, PPAA
“Pacific pharmacy alumni
often show their support
in ways that are not
monetary. Many members
of our alumni association
serve as mentors and
preceptors. This is another
example of our continuing
familial relationship. These
relationships are part
of your personal career
development and foster
professional communication.
We are fortunate that Pacific
alumni have such a strong
professional network.”

Nancy Harlow ‘06
President, PSLPAA

Whitney (Boyd) Davis ‘03
President, PPTAA

“If you are an alum who is
not engaged, you should
know that you are missing
out. Being involved in
the alumni association
is a reciprocal gift. We
as alumni are allowed to
share our experience with
current students and the
students share their joy
and energy with us – this
is invigorating.”

“Alumni engagement with
the School gives the
students a real-world
connection to the field of
physical therapy. It also
gives the students a chance
to connect with practitioners
for mentoring, job
opportunities and general
advice. Seeing alumni
actively engaged with the
School also helps shape
each student’s perception
on what their involvement
should be after graduation.”

Pacific Pharmacy Alumni Association Board
CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
School events, experiential learning and
community outreach — each integral to the
academic achievement opportunities offered only
at Pacific — depend on support by thoughtful
corporate sponsors and donors.
Because there are a variety of ways to participate,
our supporters are able to build the package that
works best for them, supporting either individual
events or activities, or through our Corporate
Sponsorship Program.
Through this program, sponsors have the unique
opportunity to speak directly to a specifically
targeted audience, build more effective name
recognition and create relationships that will last
long after the academic year is over.

If your organization is interested in
supporting our pharmacy, physical
therapy or speech-language pathology
students, we can build a sponsorship
that meets your needs. You are welcome
to contact us anytime with questions or
to sponsor an event, activity or program.

CONTACT
Nancy DeGuire ‘89, PharmD

Associate Dean for External Relations
209.946.2752 or ndeguire@pacific.edu

Susan Webster

Regional Development Officer
209.946.3116 or swebster@pacific.edu

Paula Cannistraci ‘05
Colleen Carter ‘76
Robert Chan ‘77
Nancy DeGuire ‘89
Gary Hamilton ‘78
Doug Hillblom ‘78

Bill Przybyla ‘74
Satinder Sandhu ‘85
Catherine Sterk ‘77, ‘78
Jamie Tobitt ‘90
Bruce Toy ‘77, ‘81
Ron Wade ‘78

Tom Maez ‘85
Victor Manneh ‘85
David Mitchell ‘00
Jim Morisoli ‘75
Nam Nguyen ‘08
Jenny Partridge ‘79

Pacific Speech-Language Pathology Alumni Association Board
Christie Abbott ‘79
Harriet Doyle ‘73
Joan Eberhardt-Snider ‘91, ‘93, ‘95
Susan Farver ‘96, ‘98

Nora Hamilton ‘78
Nancy Harlow ‘06
Judi Jewett ‘95
Janet Nimtz ‘85

Nancy Ortize ‘77
Heidi Poertner Germino ‘92
Benjamin Reece ‘01, ‘08

Pacific Physical Therapy Alumni Association Board
Whitney Davis ‘03
Curt Osuga ‘96
Sandra Reina-Guerra ‘97, ‘99, ‘03

Danielle Sartori ‘06
Michelle Stephenson ‘11
Rachel Vegvaizer ‘12

John Vincent Viernes, III ‘03
Dale Woolley ‘11
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ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

MICHAEL PASTRICK ‘73

WHY DO
YOU LOVE
PACIFIC?
Because of its more than
50-year track record of inspiring
students to become leaders in
our profession.

WHO HAS
INFLUENCED
YOU THE MOST
IN YOUR
CAREER?

WHAT HAS
BEEN YOUR
BEST/PROUDEST
MOMENT SO FAR
THIS YEAR?

Two people:
My dad, Pharmacist Cy Pastrick
Donald G. Floriddia ‘70, PhD,
professor emeritus, retired
associate dean for student and
professional affairs

I have two of them:
Being named to the California
Pharmacists Association Hall
of Fame
Being selected as the 2014
Pacific Pharmacy Alumnus
of the Year

ALUMNA OF THE YEAR

GARY HAMILTON ‘78
I love Pacific because
of the special feeling
I get each time I
come on campus. It
is difficult to express
in words but it is a
sense of belonging
and warmth. I believe that we
are part of a great institution
which succeeds in many aspects
of pharmaceutical practice. In
addition, I met my wife at Pacific
and have created lifelong friends at
Pacific.

JOSEPHINE “JODY”
NANCE ‘99, ‘03

ORNA AZULAY ‘98, ‘99

I love Pacific for its small
family charm. It gave me an
amazing education in a fun
and loving environment.

This fine institution has not only
given me my career degree,
it has allowed me to continue
to be a part of the fantastic
physical therapy program.

Jean Baldwin. Jean was the
chairperson of the physical
therapy department when
I was getting my master’s
degree here at Pacific. She
was a wonderful person
and had a fantastic sense
of humor. She instilled
values like commitment,
perseverance, and on top of
it all, empathy.

MICHAEL CONNER ‘12
This year, my favorite
moment was at
Avila Beach, where
I proposed to my
fiancée who I actually
met at Pacific.

MEGAN
WOODWARD ‘07
I love that
when I
return to
Pacific it still
feels like we
are a family.

ADAM MORISOLI ‘10
Dr. Todd Wataoka!
Dr. Wataoka was my
regional coordinator
for rotations and
taught me the most
important lesson of
patient communication
and compassion. To
this day, I try to channel my inner
Todd when counseling patients.

ALUMNA OF THE YEAR

LEAH M.
ROBITAILLE ‘06
Karen Beth
Holt, PT, the
founder of
Valley Springs
Physical
Therapy, the
clinic which I
now own. Her influence on
our community and on my
career will not be forgotten.

BENJAMIN FONG ‘13
When Jose Rojas (I coached
him in his younger years) beat
the number one racquetball
player in the world – Jose
was the only player to beat
him in the past seven years!

Receiving my
first paycheck
as a physical
therapist. It
symbolizes
all that was
accomplished
and all that is yet to come.

The person who influenced
me most in my career
is my clinical fellowship
supervisor at Temple
University Hospital. She
challenged me and taught
me to dive into the most
medically challenging
cases. She believed in me
and today, over 15 years
later, I still think of her.

The best and proudest
moment this year has been
during my oldest son’s movie
premier. He is 13 years old
and an aspiring writer and
moviemaker. He was in film
school for teens over the
summer at Universal Studio
backlots. His movie was
amazing and I felt very proud
of him and his aspirations.

DENISE FORD ‘07, ‘08
Pacific has
a strong
community
that supports
their students
during their
enrolled time
at the University as well as
once we are in our careers.
I feel as though I am always
welcome to reach out to the
speech-language pathology
department whether I’m
looking for a new employee
or assistance in furthering
my education.

BENJAMIN
REECE ‘01, ‘08
I feel so
lucky to have
studied with
and learned
from each of
the professors
and supervisors that I worked with
at Pacific.

HARRIET DOYLE ‘73
Due to my
excellent
education
at Pacific, I
scored 132
points on a
single word in
Words With Friends!
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How to
Get Engaged
The Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences’
commitment to developing the next generation of leaders has
resulted in one of the most powerful and influential alumni
networks in the profession. We’re proud to have the ability to
reconnect these leaders with the School and current PaHS
students. Here’s how:

2

5

• IPPE or APPE precepting
• Health fair precepting
• Clinical instructing
• Recruiting
• Mentoring
• Guest speaking
• Volunteering with your alumni association
• Attending receptions
• Participating in social media
• Supporting PaHS financially

With the support of dedicated alumni who are leading in the
health profession today, this Pacific legacy will continue. The
benefits are endless: reconnect with former classmates, discuss
the latest trends with professors, meet future professionals of
the health care industry and so much more. We guarantee you
will never regret giving back.

“I want to make sure Pacific’s outstanding reputation
for producing competent, hardworking pharmacists
remains intact. I am proud to be a product of Pacific.
With pharmacy schools opening throughout the
state and saturating the market, it’s more important
than ever to make sure I do my part in producing
exceptional pharmacists through supporting Pacific.”

You tell us…how can we help you reconnect?

“Marlyn [Nicolas ‘13] and I were inspired by Tammie
[Chau ‘12] and Vanessa [Yerekhman ‘12] when they
told us that they were creating a scholarship. We
knew immediately that we wanted to contribute once
we became pharmacists. As someone who is forever
grateful to those who provided for the scholarships
that helped me through school, I wanted to be able to
do the same for someone else.”
Candace Chan ‘13, PharmD

3

Angie Mack ‘09, PharmD

1

Benjamin Fong ’13, DPT

Nam Nguyen ’08, PharmD

An alumnus engaging with students strengthens all that is
Pacific: supportive, influential and collaborative. Your support
of time, talent and/or generosity builds an unparalleled
foundation for current PaHS students.

4

“In an accelerated physical
therapy program, it is often hard
to imagine life past the next test.
Talking with and interacting with
alumni reminds students that
there is a light at the end of the
tunnel and that there are options
once you get there...sort of like a
mentorship program.”

“I engage with the School as an alumnus
because University of the Pacific is the
reason I have the opportunity to be part of
an amazing profession that helps make a
difference in patients’ lives each and every
day. I am proud to be a pharmacist and
proud to be a Pacific alumnus. I remember
as a student the many alumni that helped
support me with advice, scholarships and
job opportunities, so I am just trying to
repay it and set a good example for our
future pharmacists.”

“I have supported Pacific
by precepting students
in the retail setting,
volunteering at health
fairs and also attending
recruiting events.”
Neel Prasad ‘96, PharmD

We encourage our esteemed alumni to engage and
reconnect with the School in any way that fits best. We
welcome all alumni and offer a range of commitment levels.
Visit www.pacificpahsalum.org and connect with us at
PacificPaHSAlumni on Facebook to learn more. Your Pacific
Family is looking forward to reconnecting with you!

6
Photos: 1. Benjamin Fong ‘13 cloaked his first year buddy during the Doctor of Physical Therapy White Coat Ceremony. 2. Alums and preceptors like
Edlen Wong ‘07 make outreach events like the Mobile Medicare Clinics possible. 3. Mary Massery ‘04 was the keynote speaker at the 2013 Doctor
of Physical Therapy White Coat Ceremony where she was also honored as the Pacific Physical Therapy Alumna of the Year. 4. Whitney Davis ‘01
and Susan Webster at the Annual 5k Tiger Dash and Half Mile Cub Run. 5. Diane Dwyer ‘85 and Nam Nguyen ‘08 are board members of the Pacific
Alumni Association and Pacific Pharmacy Alumni Association, respectively. They also represent CVS Caremark at events such as the Pharmacy
Scholarship Ceremony and Reception. 6. Students are always looking for alums like Long Vo ‘13 to precept health screenings at health fairs (Photo
credit: VN CARES).
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Class Notes
‘64

‘97

Ralph Saroyan, BS Pharm was
awarded the Gloria Niemeyer Francke
Leadership Mentor Award by the
American Pharmacists Association
(APhA). This award recognizes an
individual who has promoted and
encouraged pharmacists to attain
leadership positions within pharmacy
through example as role model and
mentor.

Karine Wong, PharmD recently
published a novel, Call Me Doctor.
The book is available on amazon.com
and barnesandnoble.com.

‘72
Lee Meyer, PharmD was awarded
the American Society of Consultant
Pharmacists (ASCP) 2013 Richard S.
Berman Service Award. In the spirit of
ASCP’s President Emeritus Richard
S. Berman, who personified personal
devotion to the Society, this award is
conferred annually to an individual for
outstanding service and dedication
to ASCP. It also recognizes the
contributions made by a dedicated
individual who fosters the goals of the
Society.

‘73
Michael Pastrick,
BS Pharm was
inducted into the
California Pharmacists
Association (CPhA) Hall
of Fame.

‘74

Wong started a new company called
Pro-Gummies. Pro-Gummies are a
gummy snack with up to 12 grams of
protein per serving. In tandem with
the product, Wong intends to educate
consumers about the importance of
balanced eating.

‘04
Alexia Mazzone,
MS, SLP and
husband, James,
welcomed future
Tiger Anthony
Mazzone on
December 3, 2013.
Tony Mikla, DPT
recently accepted
the position
of Manager of
Physical Therapy
at EXOS (formerly
known as Athlete’s
Performance) in Phoenix, Ariz.
*pictured with Associate Professor
Cathy Peterson, DPT, EdD.

‘07

Robert Rosenow, PharmD is serving
as Founding Dean of the planned
College of Pharmacy at Marshall B.
Ketchum University, Fullerton, Calif.

‘89
Mike Pavlovich, PharmD was named
a Fellow of the American Pharmacists
Association (APhA).

18.25 inches long.

Erik Clausen
‘07, ‘08, PharmD
and wife, Nicole,
welcomed future
Tiger Alexander
James Clausen on
March 9, 2014. He
was 5lbs., 8oz. and

In Memoriam
Bob Long
Maitam Frazier, PharmD and her
husband, Spencer Frazier, recently
welcomed future Tiger Madeleine
Elizabeth Frazier, born February 12,
2014 at 4:57 AM, 18.75 inches and 6
lbs., 15 oz.

‘08
Derek Isetti, PhD,
SLP received
a $10,000
American SpeechLanguage-Hearing
Foundation
New Century
Scholars Doctoral
Scholarship during the 2013
Convention of the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA),
held November 14-16 in Chicago, Ill.

‘10
Rachel Giroux,
PharmD
welcomed future
Tiger Abigail Jane
Rosman on April
2, 2014 weighing
8lbs., 6 oz.

‘11
Andrew Abe, PharmD accepted a
position as Clinical Assistant Professor
at Kansas University School of
Pharmacy.
Abe, along with Philip Gregory ‘99,
PharmD with three additional authors
published “Survey and Systematic
Literature Review of Probiotics Stocked
in Academic Medical Centers within
the United States” in the November
2013 edition of Hospital Pharmacy – A
Practitioner-Focused Peer Reviewed
Journal for the Hospital Pharmacist.
Parth Patel, DPT opened his own
practice, Parth Patel Physical Therapy,
in Bakersfield, Calif.
Michael Scott Harada ‘11, ‘14, PharmD
received the award naming him CoStudent of the Year by the California
Pharmacists Association (CPhA).

‘12
Michael Shawn Conner, PharmD was
recognized as the Distinguished New
Practitioner of the Year by the California
Pharmacists Association (CPhA).

‘14
NEWLY CERTIFIED
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLINICAL SPECIALISTS:
Michelle Link Ubrick ‘99
Orthopedic Certified Specialist
Zhan Cheng Lin Suzuki ‘04
Orthopedic Certified Specialist
Amanda Hixson ‘04
Pediatric Certified Specialist
Elijah Freeman ‘08
Orthopedic Certified Specialist

Shawlien Lie, PharmD received a
Certificate of Recognition for serving
on the 2013-2014 APhA-ASP National
Communications Standing Committee.

In Memoriam
Barry L. Mayfield ‘65
William E. Nunes ‘66
Timothy L. Miller ‘67
K. Michael Mills ‘67
Michael J. Zarcone ‘73
Kelli A. Haase ‘88
Mark W. Buckton ‘96
Giao P. Doan ‘97
Andrew C. Youssef ‘99

The Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences and
University of the Pacific lost a friend,
mentor and one of its most avid
supporters with the death of Bob Long
on March 27. Mr. Long led Longs Drug
Stores, the company that his father
and uncle founded, for more than 20
years before his retirement in 2007.
Long’s legacy of support and service
to the University spanned many
decades. During his tenure as a
University Regent, he utilized his keen
business acumen while serving as
Chairman of the Audit Committee for
12 of his 14 years on the Board. As
the only regent with pharmacy and
health care experience, his insight was
sought after and valued, influencing
decisions that positively impacted the
University and the School.
The Long family’s involvement with
Pacific spans many decades. Mr.
Long’s father, Joseph Milton Long
and uncle, Thomas J. Long, were
instrumental in helping establish the
School of Pharmacy in 1955. The
building dedicated to the memory
of their parents, the Edward and
Alice Long Memorial Hall, is one of
the foundational buildings on the
Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Campus. The Long Theatre on the
University’s South Campus is also
named for the family.

undergraduate, pharmacy and
business programs.
In partnership with the JM Long
Foundation, he supported the creation
of an endowed chair in health care
management jointly held by the School
and the Eberhardt School of Business.
This endowment supports a faculty
member who directs business and
health care management teaching
in both programs, and a new degree
program in the School combining the
doctor of pharmacy and a masters in
business administration was created,
one of only nine in the country. The
program continues to attract a robust
pool of students.
His influence was instrumental in
helping the School establish a strong
clinical region in Hawaii, where
hundreds of alumni completed their
final clinical year. His support helped
attract applicants and broaden the
diversity of the student body with
dozens of students from Hawaii. The
School maintains a strong presence in
the state due to his assistance, as well
as many of his contemporaries.
Long served as president and a
trustee of the Joseph and Vera Long
Foundation, named after his father and
mother and established to support
higher education, arts and culture,
wildlife preservation and social and
human services.

Long’s honor as the first
recipient of the Special Friend
of Pacific Pharmacy Award
more than a decade ago
recognized his exemplary
dedication and commitment to
		
— Joseph M. Long
the Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences, and
Bob Long embraced this principle
he will be long remembered for his
personally, supporting scholarships
leadership.
that provided direct assistance

“In everything we have done, I have never
forgotten my mother’s admonitions about
caring for people, caring for those who
work with us, caring for those we work for,
caring for our fellow man.”

to nearly 3,000 students in the
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2014 Alumni of the Year

Azulay

Pastrick

Nance

Alumni recognized
for their leadership
and dedication to
health care

ORNA AZULAY ‘98, ‘99

MICHAEL PASTRICK ‘73

JOSEPHINE NANCE ‘90, ‘03

Orna Azulay ‘98, ‘99 is originally from Israel.
She came to the United States when she was
nine years old. Azulay lived in California’s San
Fernando Valley until she graduated from high
school and then returned to Israel volunteering
for the Israel Defense Forces. Azulay met her
husband, Yuval, in the army and convinced him
to move to the United States to pursue higher
education. Azulay earned her undergraduate
degree in communicative disorders from
California State University Northridge and then
completed her master’s in communicative
disorders at Pacific.

A graduate of the class of 1973, Michael Pastrick is currently
a clinical oncology pharmacist at John Muir Medical Center in
Concord. There he reviews and writes chemotherapy orders,
provides drug information and oversees investigational drug
studies among many other duties.

“What a huge honor to be selected as the Pacific
Physical Therapy Alumni Association Alumna
of the Year!” exclaimed Dr. Josephine Nance
‘90, ‘03.

She and her husband moved to Philadelphia
where he attended dental school. Quickly
realizing it wasn’t easy being the only one
working to support their expenses, she decided
to open her own speech-language pathology
practice. She started out obtaining contracts
for herself and soon realized she needed help.
Azulay explains, “I placed an ad and hired my
first therapist.”
Abington Speech Pathology Services, Inc.
(ASPS), Azulay’s company for over 14 years,
has over 160 speech-language pathologists,
occupational therapists, physical therapists,
educational psychologists, teachers of the
visually and hearing impaired and special
education teachers.
“I own an outpatient clinic in Laguna Hills, Calif.
We also have contracts in a few hospitals and
schools in Southern California. The majority of
the business is in the Philadelphia area which
is solely a contracting/staffing agency,” Azulay
clarified.

His distinguished history of service extends to the profession, the
School and the Pacific Pharmacy Alumni Association (PPAA). He
has received numerous awards from the American Pharmacists
Association (APhA) and the California Pharmacists Association
(CPhA). “It was a gradual thing,” says Pastrick. “I started off
volunteering for the local pharmacy association and it just grew
from there.”
Pastrick has served CPhA as parliamentarian, a board member,
past-president and has been named Pharmacist of the Year and
most recently was inducted into the California Pharmacy Hall of
Fame. He was recognized as an APhA Hubert Humphrey Award
recipient and serves as a member of the editorial board of the
Pharmacist’s Letter. He is a
member of Rho Chi and Kappa “I credit the Pacific pharmacy
Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity.
family for inspiring my
A longtime adjunct professor
service. I had good role
in the advanced pharmacy
models from Pacific serving
practice experience program
on the CPhA Board and at
and lecturer in the doctor of
various
levels in APhA. I had
pharmacy curriculum, it was
mentors I could learn from.”
Professor Emeritus Donald
Floriddia ‘71 who encouraged
his academic aspirations. “He encouraged me to do research as
an undergraduate and started me down the road to teaching,”
says Pastrick. “He taught me critical thinking.” Pastrick has also
served on the School’s curriculum committee, as the co-director
of the Pacific Drug Information Service, a member of the Dean’s
Leadership Council and a member of the PPAA Board.

Representatives from ASPS visit Pacific each
year to provide speech-language pathology
students with a dinner. Azulay and her staff
review resumes, discuss interview techniques
and explain various SLP settings and
professional issues.

Pastrick and his wife, Nora, live in Concord, Calif., where he has
served on the city council and as mayor. Prior to his pharmacy
career, Pastrick was the cameraman for the head coach of the
Austrian Ski Team during high school and college. In the late
1960’s, his rock-and-roll band was named one of the Top Ten
Bands in the San Francisco Bay area. He also played semi-pro
baseball and coached two future major league baseball players in
Babe Ruth Baseball.

Azulay and her husband reside in a suburb of
Philadelphia with their children, Yoni (13) and
Tamar (11).

“This is a tremendous honor,” says Pastrick. “If my story reaches
and convinces just one other Pacific pharmacist to volunteer and
serve the profession or the School, then it will be worth it.”

Dr. Nance earned her master’s and doctor of
physical therapy degrees from University of
the Pacific and currently works as a physical
therapist, racquetball coach and as a part-time
faculty member in the department of physical
therapy. She earned the Pacific Physical
Therapy Part-Time Faculty of the Year Award in
2008, 2011 and 2014; the California Racquetball
Coach of the Year in 2008 and 2012; and the
USA Racquetball Coach of the Year in 2008.
When Nance was injured during a high school
track and field event, she was sent to a physical
therapist and athletic trainer for rehabilitation. “I
knew instantly that
physical therapy was “Deep down inside I try
what I wanted as my really hard to make a
career,” explained
positive contribution
Nance.

to our profession. It is

Dr. Nance confided
validating that I am
that she has a great
making a difference
group of physical
and
it is wonderful to
therapist friends who
know that my work is
meet and serve as
appreciated.”
her mentors. She
feels that the medical
field is ever changing and she wants to be a
leader. “It gives me the opportunity to contribute
in an important way to the upcoming generations
of physical therapists.”
When she reflects about her time at Pacific
she admits that she misses playing hacky sack
with her fellow students. She also revealed
a few fun facts: she ran track barefoot for 16
years, one of her best friends has been her
friend since they were seven years old and she
loves Haagen Dazs Vanilla Swiss Almond Ice
Cream. Nance divulged, “I can eat a whole pint
in one sitting…ugh!”
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Alumni Serving in
Professional Organizations
California Society
of Health-System
Pharmacists (CSHP)
Sally Lee ‘72, PharmD
Committee on Healthcare Reform
Felix Tsui ‘75, PharmD
Immediate Past President, Diablo
Chapter
Gene Lew ‘76, PharmD
Continuous Professional
Development Chair, Southern
California Chapter
Lester Wong ‘76, PharmD
Membership Chair and Delegate,
Diablo Chapter
Keith Yoshizuka ‘76, PharmD
Government Affairs Advisory
Committee
Government Affairs Chair, Diablo
Chapter
Steven Thompson ‘77, PharmD
Director, Board of Directors
Liaison, South Bay/Long Beach
Chapter
Irene Scott ‘79, PharmD
Delegate, Central Valley Chapter
Shirley Lee ‘82, PharmD
New Practitioner Executive
Committee
Continuing Education, Golden Gate
Chapter
Lucinda Chan ‘83, PharmD
Co-Chair Resident Programming,
Seminar Management Team
Lily Lee ‘83, PharmD
Co-Chair Resident Programming,
Seminar Management Team
Industry Liaison, Diablo Chapter
Sian Carr-Lopez ‘85, PharmD
Continuing Pharmacy Education
Committee Co-Chair
Continuing Education Co-Chair,
Seminar Management Team
Katy Marconi ‘86, PharmD
Pharmacy Practice Model Initiative
Task Force
Maria Serpa ‘87, PharmD
Practitioner Recognition Program
Committee
Scott Shimamoto ‘88, PharmD
President, Sierra Chapter
Brian Bickford ‘92, PharmD
Treasurer, Golden Empire Chapter

Jenny Hong ‘94, PharmD
Alternate Delegate, Quatra County
Chapter
Organizational Officer, Quatra
County Chapter

Faculty and Staff
Melissa Mitchell ‘06, PharmD
Continuing Education Chair, Inland
Empire Chapter

Nicole Sprague ‘97, PharmD
Delegate, Golden Empire Chapter

Jennifer Floyd ‘07, PharmD
Board Member, San Diego Chapter
Community Outreach Committee,
San Diego Chapter

JoAnna Lee ‘98, PharmD
Website Chair, Southern California
Chapter

Johanna Liu ‘09, PharmD
New Practitioner Executive
Committee

Helen Park ‘98, PharmD
Chair-Elect, Committee on
Healthcare Reform
President, San Diego Chapter
Organizational and Legal Affairs
Committee, San Diego Chapter
Industry Night Committee, San
Diego Chapter

Monique Villanueva ‘09, PharmD
Membership/Public Relations,
Golden Gate Chapter
New Practitioner Liaison, Golden
Gate Chapter

Julianna Burton ‘99, PharmD
Practitioner Recognition Program
Committee
Jason Bandy ‘00, PharmD
Treasurer, Board of Directors
Certification Task Force Member
Government Affairs Advisory
Committee
Nicole Nguyen ‘00, PharmD
Committee on Professional Affairs
Giselle Willick ‘00, PharmD
Chair-Elect, Government Affairs
Advisory Committee
Past President, Southern California
Chapter

Natalie Fan ‘10, PharmD
Continuing Pharmacy Education
Committee Co-Chair
CE Co-Chair, Seminar Management
Team
CE and NOWI Chair, Diablo Chapter
Melissa Fung ‘10, PharmD
Secretary, Seminar Management
Team
CE and NOWI Chair, Diablo Chapter
Michael Scott Harada ‘11, ‘14,
PharmD
Student Member, Public Relations
Committee
Gordon Ng ‘11, PharmD
Marketing & PR Chair, Seminar
Management Team

Teresa Halperin ‘02, PharmD
Delegate, Diablo Chapter

Jordan Wong ‘11, PharmD
Community Service, Golden Gate
Chapter

Patrick Chan ‘03, PharmD
Past President, Orange County
Chapter

Elizabeth Chang ‘12, PharmD
Chair, New Practitioner Executive
Committee

Eunice Lee ‘03, ‘06, PharmD
Director, Diablo Chapter

Kaitlin Highsmith ‘12, PharmD
Education/Training Committee, San
Diego Chapter

Jeffrey Nehira ‘03, PharmD
President-Elect, Sacramento Valley
Chapter
Ryan Gates ‘04, PharmD
Director, Board of Directors
Board of Directors Liaison,
Government Affairs Advisory
Committee
Tricia Doblados-Hastings ‘05,
PharmD
Public Relations Officer, Central
Valley Chapter
Lourdes Libre ‘06, PharmD
President, Sacramento Valley
Chapter

Oska Lawrence ‘12, PharmD
Newsletter Committee, San Diego
Chapter
Community Outreach Committee,
San Diego Chapter
Nina Nguyen ‘12, PharmD
Secretary, Central Valley Chapter
Camille Camargo ‘13, PharmD
Delegate, Central Valley Chapter
Matthew Kamada ‘13, PharmD
Membership Co-Chair, South Bay/
Long Beach Chapter

Tracy Joy King ‘13, PharmD
Secretary, North Coast Chapter
Christopher Moo ‘13, PharmD
Continuing Education, Quatra
County Chapter
Cynthia Tan ‘13, PharmD
Treasurer, Central Valley Chapter
Calvin Kung ‘14, PharmD
Committee on Professional Affairs
Sunny Lee ‘14, PharmD
Officer, San Fernando Valley
Chapter

California Pharmacists
Association (CPhA)
Joseph Woelfel ‘70, ‘72, ‘78, BS,
MS, PhD, RPh, FASCP
Chairperson, Academy of Long Term
Care
Larry Reis ‘71, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Long Term
Care
Colleen Carter ‘76, PharmD
President, Santa Barbara
Pharmaceutical Association
Gary Basrai ‘77, PharmD
Trustee, Santa Clara County
Pharmacists Association
Trustee, Contra Costa Pharmacists
Association
Trustee, Pharmacists’ Society of
San Francisco
Regional Trustee, San Mateo County
Pharmacists Association
Regional Trustee, Tri-County
Pharmacists Association
Aglaia Panos ‘78, PharmD
President, Marin County
Pharmacists Association
Jeffrey Hansen ‘84, PharmD
President, Napa Valley Pharmacist
Association
John Sandstrom ‘86, PharmD
President, Ventura County
Pharmaceutical Association
Jeff Shinoda ‘88, PharmD
Regional Trustee, Kern County
Pharmacists Association
Regional Trustee, Fresno-Madera
County Pharmaceutical Association
Regional Trustee, Tulare Kings
Pharmacists Association

Christopher Woo ‘88, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Employee
Pharmacists

Urvishkumar Italia ‘10, PharmD
Webmaster, San Joaquin Pharmacists
Association

Adam Kaye ‘95, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Employee
Pharmacists

Michael Conner ‘12, PharmD
President, Fresno-Madera County
Pharmaceutical Association

Hanh Huynh ‘97, PharmD
Board Member, Orange County
Pharmacists Association

Daniel Kim ‘14, PharmD
Webmaster, San Joaquin Pharmacists
Association

Jeffrey Wong ‘97, PharmD
President, San Francisco Chapter
Erin Cabelera ‘98, PharmD
Chairperson, Academy of Employee
Pharmacists
Helen Park ‘98, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Health-System
Pharmacists
Veronica Bandy ‘00, ‘08, PharmD
Trustee
Regional Trustee, San Joaquin
Pharmacists Association
David Mitchell ‘00, PharmD
President, Sacramento Valley
Pharmacists Association
David Bao ‘01, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Employee
Pharmacists
Eunice Lee ‘03, ‘06, PharmD
President, Contra Costa Pharmacists
Association
Oby Stan-Ugbene ‘05, PharmD
Treasurer, Sacramento Valley
Pharmacists Association
Patrick Leroy ‘06, PharmD
President, Kern County Pharmacists
Association
Edlen Wong ‘07, PharmD
Trustee
President, San Joaquin Pharmacists
Association

American Pharmacists
Association (APhA)
Lawrence “L.B.” Brown ‘99, PharmD
President-Elect

California SpeechLanguage-Hearing
Association (CSHA)
Pamela Heino ‘72, SLP
Director-Elect, District 10
Benjamin Reece ‘01, ‘08, SLP
Legislation Representative
Adrienne Wroebel ‘04, SLP
Director, District 3

American SpeechLanguage-Hearing
Association (ASHA)
Robert Hanyak ‘79, AuD
Member, Council of Academic
Accreditation for Audiology and
Speech-Language Pathology
Member, Audiology Advisory Board

Celebrating
Service

Alvin Lee ‘09, PharmD
President, San Mateo County
Pharmacists Association

10 YEARS

Johanna Liu ‘09, PharmD
Trustee, Academy of Managed Care
Immediate Past President, Sacramento
Valley Pharmacists Association

Office of Support

Henry Chang ‘10, PharmD
Board Member, Academy of Employee
Pharmacists
Patty Fong ‘10, PharmD
Secretary, Sacramento Valley
Pharmacists Association

Lawrence Cogo, staff
Consuelo Roberts, staff

Department of Physical Therapy

30 YEARS
Bonnie O’Hearn, staff

Department of Physiology
and Pharmacology

New Faces, Promotions & Tenures
Rupa Balachandran, PhD joined the Department of SpeechLanguage Pathology and Audiology as Associate Professor and
Audiology Program Director.
Ashok Daftary, MD joined the Department of Pharmacy Practice
as Pharmaceutical Care Clinic Medical Director.
Nancy DeGuire, ‘89, PharmD was promoted from Assistant
Dean for External Relations to Associate Dean for External
Relations.
Robin Dionne in the office of Advanced Pharmacy Practice
Experience was promoted to Professional Program Specialist.
Carl Fairburn ‘10, PT, DPT joined the Department of Physical
Therapy as Assistant Professor and Pacific Physical Therapy
Alumni Association Liaison.
Xin Guo, PhD, Department of Pharmaceutics and Medicinal
Chemistry was promoted from Associate Professor to Professor.
William Kehoe ‘96, PharmD, MA, FCCP, BCPS accepted the
position of Director of Academic Success and Instructional
Support in the Department of Pharmacy Practice.
Jenana Maker, PharmD, BCPS Department of Pharmacy
Practice was promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate
Professor.
Denis Meerdink, PhD accepted the position of Associate Dean
for Student Affairs and Organizations.
Linda Norton ‘91, PharmD was promoted from Assistant Dean
for Operations to Associate Dean for Operations.
Cathy Peterson, PT, EdD, Department of Physical Therapy was
promoted from Associate Professor to Professor.
Tamara Phelan ‘08, PT, EdD, FAAOMPT, Department of
Physical Therapy was promoted from Associate Professor to
Professor.
Sandra Reina-Guerra ‘97, ‘99, ‘03, PT, DPT, PCS accepted
the Department Chair position in the Department of Physical
Therapy.
Ed Rogan, PharmD joined the Department of Pharmacy Practice
as Assistant Professor.
Linda Selvidge transferred from the Library to the office of
Introductory Pharmacy Practice Experience as Administrative
Assistant II.
Allen Shek, PharmD was promoted from Introductory Pharmacy
Practice Experience Department Chair to Associate Dean for
Professional Programs.
James Uchizono, PharmD, PhD was promoted from Assistant
Dean for Pre-Health Programs to Associate Dean for Enrollment
& Pre-Health Affairs.
Cynthia “Sam” Valle-Oseguera ‘12, PharmD joined the
Department of Pharmacy Practice as Assistant Professor.
Joseph Woelfel ‘70, ‘72, ‘78, BS, MS, PhD, RPh, FASCP
accepted the Department Chair position in the Department of
Pharmacy Practice.
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ALLEN SHEK, PHARMD

RUPA BALACHANDRAN, PHD

PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF AUDIOLOGY, DEPARTMENT
OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
AUDIOLOGY PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Dr. Allen Shek earned his bachelor of science in pharmacy from
University at Buffalo in 1991 and his doctor of pharmacy from
University of Illinois at Chicago in 1998 before going on to complete his
postdoctoral training with a primary care specialty postgraduate year
two (PGY2) residency. He joined the Department of Pharmacy Practice in
1999 as an assistant professor and regional coordinator for the Stockton
area, and was promoted to associate professor in 2005. In 2011, he
was named professor and vice chair of pharmacy practice, director of
Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experiential Program, which he held until
his recent promotion to associate dean of professional programs.
In his new role as associate dean of professional programs, Shek aims
to integrate the Introductory Pharmacy Practice Experience (IPPE) and
Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experience (APPE), elevate the depth
and scope of the experiential programs, facilitate the collaboration
between the therapeutics faculty and experiential faculty, support the
growth and development of the clinical services and most importantly
promote teamwork. His research interests include managed care,
clinical analytics, pharmacist-managed clinics in anticoagulation,
hyperlipidemia, heart failure, diabetes and asthma.

Reina-Guerra

Shek

Balachandran

Faculty
Spotlights

Meerdink

SANDRA REINA-GUERRA ‘97, ‘99, ‘03, PT, DPT, PCS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Dr. Sandra Reina-Guerra is a three-time Pacific alumna. She earned
her bachelor of arts in sports sciences in 1997 and master’s of
physical therapy in 1999. She returned to Pacific as an instructor
in 2001; earned her doctor of physical therapy in 2003; and then
joined the faculty full time the following year. This year, she accepted
the position of department chair. Dr. Reina-Guerra’s research
interests include pediatric physical therapy practice: interdisciplinary
management of birth brachial plexus injuries, accessibility to physical
therapy services and advancements in rehabilitative medical devices.
Reina-Guerra was born in Stockton, but moved often as part of a
military family. She also served in the U.S. Navy for six years. After
living in Hawaii, she became involved in the arts and culture and she
has continued to dance hula for 12 years. She has two grown children
and three grandchildren and currently lives in Davis, Calif., with
her husband, Mario, and two teenage children. Mario works at the
University of California, Davis.
As a California native, Reina-Guerra enjoys the Sierras. She also
enjoys participating in Polynesian arts and equestrian activities. When
asked if she could be any fictional character she said, “Calvin from
Calvin and Hobbes – he gets to hang out with a cool tiger and never
gets in any real trouble.”

When asked if he could be any fictional character he replied, “ObiWan Kenobi because he is the coolest Jedi and I like Star Wars.”
Shek often draws parallels of Jedi to pharmacists. “Jedi are trained
to use the Force through applied academics, practicing the virtues of
altruism, mercy and gaman. Pharmacists are trained to ensure safe
and effective medication use to achieve optimal patient care, and
possess similar virtues of altruism and compassion. Jedi masters
train padawan to become Jedi to carry on the Jedi Order. Academic
pharmacists and preceptors train students to become competent
pharmacists to carry on the Oath of a Pharmacist. Who can forget
Master Yoda’s teaching? ‘Do. Or do not. There is no try.’”
Dr. Shek enjoys spending time with his wife and first love, Erika, and
their two children, Aydin and Kalista. His hobbies include helping his
kids with homework, projects, Kumon, attending their basketball and
karate practices and tournaments and taking them to Disneyland.

Dr. Rupa Balachandran received her bachelor of science in
speech pathology and audiology from Bombay University
and her masters and doctor of philosophy in speech and
hearing sciences from Graduate School City University of
New York and University College London. She also holds a
certificate of clinical competence in audiology. Balachandran
joined the Pacific family on August 1, 2014, as the audiology
program director and associate professor of Audiology. Her
research interests include speech perception and working
with children with auditory processing disorders and seniors
with hearing loss.
Balachandran joins us from the Hearing and Speech
Center of Northern California where she started as the
director of audiology and was, more recently, the director
of clinical services. The success of this establishment
is a reflection of her leadership as a practitioner with
the center having been voted number one clinic in San
Francisco for hearing aid services in both 2012 and 2013
by Consumer Checkbook Ratings. It was also voted in
the top seven charities in San Francisco by 7x7 Magazine.
Additionally, Balachandran served as the president of the
California Academy of Audiology in 2012 and then on the
board of directors until the end of 2013.  
Dr. Balachandran is married with two children, a nineyear-old son and a five-year-old daughter. They also have
a seven-year-old Collie named Otto. She enjoys cooking
‘off the beaten path’ Indian recipes, camping with her
children and hiking in the mountains. When asked if she
could be any fictional character, she couldn’t choose,
but rather said, “I am drawn to characters who are strong
females, have courage and stand up for what they believe
in. I am a problem solver and believe in the ability of
groups to come together to solve difficult problems!”

DENIS J. MEERDINK, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Dr. Denis Meerdink received his bachelor of science in zoology from
Arizona State University in 1974 and his master of science in zoologycellular biology from Iowa State University in 1978, where he also
received his doctor of philosophy in nutritional physiology in 1981.
Dr. Meerdink completed a one-year postdoctoral fellowship in
cardiac pharmacology at University of Arizona College of Medicine
and a two-year fellowship in nuclear cardiology at the University of
Massachusetts Medical School. He joined the Department of Physiology
and Pharmacology as an assistant professor in 1990 and was promoted
to associate professor with tenure in 1994. He also served as dean of
graduate studies and research from 1996 – 2006.
Recently appointed associate dean for student affairs and
organizations, Dr. Meerdink hopes to continue the strong

support of student groups and activities at the School
while enhancing the career development information and
services available to students. A longtime member of the
doctor of pharmacy admissions committee, he has an
interest in evaluating the application parameters that best
predict student success in the program. Dr. Meerdink also
investigates the transmembrane exchange of material
between the myocardial vascular space and myocardial
ventriculocytes.
Dr. Meerdink enjoys cheese making, working with leaded/
stained glass and the piano. He and his wife, Pam, have
three grown daughters and two grandchildren.
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2015 Calendar of Events
MARCH
5-8 | 	California Speech-Language Hearing Association
(CSHA) Annual State Convention
			Hyatt Regency Long Beach · Long Beach, Calif. 			
csha.org
7 | 	Pacific Speech-Language Pathology Alumni
Association Alumni & Friends Breakfast at CSHA
			 7 a.m. · Location TBA
pacificpahsalum.org
13 | Doctor of Physical Therapy Candidacy Luncheon
			 12 p.m. · Location TBA
pacificpahsalum.org
27-30 | 	American Pharmacists Association (APhA) Annual
Meeting and Exposition
			San Diego Convention Center · San Diego, Calif.
				
aphameeting.org
28 | California Reception at APhA
			 6-8 p.m. · Hilton San Diego Bayfront
			 Sapphire Room D/H
pacificpahsalum.org
APRIL
9-12 | 	California Pharmacists Association (CPhA) West
Coast Pharmacy Exchange
			Disneyland Hotel · Anaheim, Calif.
cpha.com
11 | Pharmacy Alumni and Friends Breakfast at CPhA
			 7:15 - 8:45 a.m. · Disneyland Hotel
			 Anaheim, Calif.
www.pacificpahsalum.org
17-19 | 	27th Annual New Drugs and Modern Concepts in
Pharmacotherapy
			Hotel Kabuki · San Francisco, Calif.
				
www.newdrugsce.com
MAY
15 | 	Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences Graduation Banquets
			6 p.m. · University of the Pacific · Stockton, Calif. 			
phsgradbanquets.com
16 | 	Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences Commencement Ceremony
			9 a.m. · A.G. Spanos Center · Stockton, Calif.			
phscommencement.com
JULY
21 | Pharmacy Scholarship Ceremony
			4 p.m. · Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences · Stockton, Calif.

11-15 | 	American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
(AACP) Annual Meeting & Seminars
			Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center
National Harbor, Md
aacp.org
AUGUST
28 | Physical Therapy White Coat Ceremony
			6 p.m. · DeRosa University Center, Ballroom
Stockton, Calif.
SEPTEMBER
TBA | 	Speech-Language Pathology
Welcome Back Dinner
			Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences
TBA | 	Pacific Pharmacy Alumni & Friends San Diego
Regional Reception
				
pacificpahsalum.org
12 | Pharmacy White Coat Ceremony
			 9 a.m. · University of the Pacific · Stockton, Calif.
26-27 | 	California Physical Therapy Association (CPTA)
Annual Conference
			Pasadena Convention Center and Sheraton Hotel
Pasadena, Calif.
ccapta.org
OCTOBER
8-11 | 	California Society of Health-System Pharmacists
(CSHP) Seminar
			Sheraton Hotel and Marina · San Diego, Calif.
Reception TBA
pacificpahsalum.org
10-14 | 	National Community Pharmacists Association
(NCPA) Annual Convention and Trade Exposition
			Gaylord National Harbor · Washington, DC 		
ncpanet.org
16-18 | Pacific Homecoming
			University of the Pacific · Stockton, Calif.
TBA | 	Pharmacy and Health Sciences Employer
Showcase
				
pacific.edu/phs

Front cover and at right:
The Pacific Physical
Therapy Clinic provides
students with experiential
learning opportunities
enabling them to become
practice-ready professionals.

Pictured on back is Dr. John
Livesey and Swetha Arikatla
‘16 whose primary research
focuses on the mechanisms
by which cancer cells move.

DECEMBER
6-10 | 	American Society of Health-System Pharmacists
(ASHP) Midyear Meeting
			New Orleans, La. · Reception TBA
				
pacificpahsalum.org
To receive email updates,
contact jflora@pacific.edu

Facebook.com/
PacificPaHSAlumni

@PacificPaHSAlum

pacificpahsalum.org
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